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Indian company controls 1.82M acres of forest
-plans to export logs for furniture manufacturing
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V. G. Siddhartha

An Indian company that took over a forest concession in a biodiversity-rich area has been
granted an additional concession to harvest lumber, which it will ship to India to make
furniture and this was only disclosed yesterday by the government after questions were
asked.

The forest area held by Vaitarna Holdings Private Inc. (VHPI), a subsidiary of Coffee Day
Limited of India under its local subsidiary Dark Forest Company (S) Pte Ltd (DFCPL) has been
increased to 737,814 hectares of forest (around 1.822M acres) after it acquired the second
concession. The government further disclosed that it had accepted $600M from the Indian
company for the expanded acreage and this money was used to meet the sums outstanding to
Clico policyholders following the collapse of the local company. The government statement
came after the media began asking questions about a Times of India report on the deal.

Operational activities have already commenced in the new concession while the company
awaits environmental authorisation to begin work on its first concession. It is unclear what
plans and permits have already been approved for its second concession. The acreage held by
the Indian company – owned by V. G. Siddhartha – is nearly double that of the Iwokrama
sustainable forestry development concession and around half of Barama Company Limited’s
massive 3.2M acre concession in the North West.

Last year, VHPI took over the State Forest Exploratory Permit (SFEP) for 391,853 hectares of
forest originally awarded to US-based Simon and Shock International Logging Inc (SSI) in 2007.
The Guyana Forestry Commission (GFC) yesterday said that due to prolonged non-compliance
with the terms of the agreement by SSI, the SFEP was suspended in 2009.

After completing the necessary due diligences, the Government of Guyana approved a request
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for a 100% change in the shareholders of SSI to VHPI, the statement said. “This approval in
2010 was also contingent on payment of all outstanding SSI fees (US$ 254,000), and a
commitment to execute a forest inventory, prepare a business plan, and conduct an
Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) for submission to the GoG,” the statement
added. It said that work is currently being finalised in these three areas. Once these are
successfully completed the company can pursue the Timber Sales Agreement (TSA) which
would allow for project implementation

The GFC said that at the same time, the TSA awarded to Caribbean Resources Limited (CRL)
was also terminated and re-possessed by the government in 2010, because of continuous non-
compliance with the terms and conditions of the TSA. It said that the government accepted an
offer of $600 million by VHPI to re-allocate this re-possessed concession of 345,961 hectares.

The re-allocation was done last year but was not announced. “The sum of G$600 million was
applied to help meet liabilities owed to policyholders of Clico (Guyana), given that CRL is part
of the same group of companies as Clico which went into receivership in 2010,” the statement
said, adding that CRL continues to have significant indebtedness to Clico (Guyana).

VHPI has applied for environmental authorisation to start a logging and sawmill operation at
its first concession in Region Nine. This was disclosed in an environmental notice in January of
this year. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has said that an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) is required for the project before any decision to approve or reject the
proposed project is taken since the project may have significant impacts on the environment.

The project site is in the biodiversity-rich area surrounding the Iwokrama rainforest preserve.
The forest concession is situated in the Upper Corentyne-Essequibo District and southeast of
the Iwokrama Protected Area. It is south of the Sherwood Forests Inc.’s concession and East,
West, and South of the Conservation International (CI) concession.

According to the project summary, the company plans to establish a composite logging and
sawmilling operation with associated downstream processing plants and kiln drying facility.
Housing for employees with electricity and potable water supply and other auxiliary facilities
will be provided in order to realize the goals of the main beneficiaries and the vision of the
Company. The project will be solely financed and managed by DFCPL, with a proposed total
investment of US$18.7M during the first five years stated as 2010 to 2015.

The summary says that during the pre-harvest phase of the operation, employment by the
company is expected to be in the vicinity of 45 personnel. However, this figure will be
increased to 321 persons once harvesting and processing activities commences. The life of the
project is 25 years.

Meantime, in a report on the project yesterday, the Times of India said the company plans to
transport cut logs on chartered ships from the Guyana to the Coffee Day Group’s furniture
plant in India. It said that the wood varieties to be shipped will include Greenheart,
Purpleheart, Wallaba and Bullet Wood. The royalty to be paid to the Guyanese government is
not clear. The company is planning to ramp up its furniture business in India and the new Dark



Forest Furniture Company “will represent all segments of furniture including modern, classic,
ethnic for home, retail, office, lounges and life-style and entertainment furniture.”

The report said that the government here is in the process of rectifying a non-functional
woodcutting and log-sizing unit at the leased forest area and shipping of logs will start once
that unit becomes functional.

Regarding its first concession, the company has said that processing operations are planned to
be located at or near Annai. Initially, the company will use portable mills to process logs into
lumber until a stationary sawmill is established. The sawn lumber will be transported from
Annai to Linden. Then from Linden, lumber will be shipped out to India for further processing.
The bulk of the production, initially, will be exported to India, other Asian countries and
Caribbean markets, the summary says.

Forest use has come under increased scrutiny here with Guyana involved in the Low Carbon
Development Strategy and a US$250M deal with Norway to reduce emissions from
deforestation and forest degradation.  Incentives have been set for Guyana to keep 99.5% of
its forest cover intact and payments will be reduced should the deforestation rate goes over
last year’s level.  On Wednesday, Agriculture Minister Robert Persaud announced that the
agreement with the largest logging company operating here, Barama Company Limited will be
reviewed and its 1.6 million hectares forestry concession is likely to be reduced.

Critics have argued that when exploration permits fall into non-compliance like Simon and
Shock’s they should be submitted to a fresh process rather than allowing the defaulting
company to enter a transaction which allows it to recoup its investment and perhaps make a
profit. Critics have also argued that oftentimes logging companies promise downstream
processing to obtain concessions but this hardly ever materialises or only at a low level; the
main objective being the export of logs.
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Light  •  5 years ago
Another, legitimate and pressing reason for the passage of the Freedom of Information Act and other key reforms., to
have this (FOIA) modern and essential mechanism of checks and balance in governance, to help ensure transparency
and accountability of governance, and governance by the rule of law - something, the Jagdeo/PPP administration is
seriously lacking.

A Benevolent Dictatorship is not sustainable., the collapse of the Soviet Union and its communist satelite dictatorships
- are profound examples of this, and it is delusional for the present and future ruling elites to attempt governance of
Guyana by some form of Benevolent Dictatorship.

  1  

•

Jennifer Bulkan •  5 years ago
Can we no longer make furniture in Guyana? How can this be? This is just wrong.

  

•

Kas •  5 years ago
It may have meant more jobs.At the same time,damage is done to the environment.Some countries plant back trees
when cut down.Not much people will care in Guyana.They will only be happy over the jobs and money given.

  1  

•

T  Persaud •  5 years ago
today Jagdeo and this PPP govt touched a nerve , our politician have mess up our beautiful country 

Jagdeo give back the Indians their money (if you can still find it) please we don`t want this deal 
every Guyanese MUST oppose this as a young Guyansese i certainly find this SECRET sale depressing.
The Guyanese public needs to know more about this deal Stabroek news please do not let this story fade away eaisly

  4  

•

Psydium •  5 years ago
For the first time in my life, I am convinced that the PPP Government is totally corrupted and they are selling out
Guyana one piece at a time for the benefit of those in charge. This is not only outrageous, it is disgraceful and
unexpected from the party of Cheddie Jagan.

What does president in waiting, Donald Ramotar, has to say about this? The PPP has gone beyond the PNC with this
crap. PNC and AFC, what are you doing about this disaster that is being hoisted upon the people of Guyana by the
PPP?

  4  

•

SWAT  •  5 years ago
$600mil Gift from India...50K from the Chinese....Uncle Sam...Where is yuh gift man.....kant give man...budget nah pass
yet man.....ehehehhehe....

  

•

SWAT  •  5 years ago
People...it is ONLY furniture...ehehehhehe

  

•

Dr.Evil  •  5 years ago> SWAT
SWAT:::
walaba furniture???? ehehehehehehhe

  3  
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turbo •  5 years ago
CONGRATULATIONS STAB/NEWS YOU HAVE BROKEN A BIG STORY HERE TODAY, I HAVE NEVER
SEEN SO MANY PPP COHORTS/ROBOTS RESPOND THIS WAY, I AM FEELING CONFIDENT TODAY
THAT THESE PPP SUPPORTERS WILL REVALUATE THEIR VOTE .....

  5  

•

Monkey with no Tree •  5 years ago

see more

Our country is doing what a country with out with out strong Groups that are in place to protect the environment.

It always seem to boil down to politics because there is not enough independent bodies in place.

No one group has an special rights to anything that belongs to the country because we are living in a free and fair
world.

But a balance has to be reached and a line drawn with the extraction and cropping of the trees that control the
climate of the earth.

We have a ethical responsibility to follow as Guyanese. It was placed upon us when we landed in South America a long
time ago.

Our world is moving faster and there is a high need for energy and consumer products. The East is growing China and
India are at a high with there exports of products.

Like countries around the world that are small and developed we have to maintain a strong VERY STRONG Value
system with our TREES. TREES should not be sold for $$$$$$$$$$$.

We know better and we have to do better.

  

•

dezetante •  5 years ago
Ow mee bai yu ent own-lee ceaSingh-ing-up; yu stum-mick Sick. This is SCAMPISH-NISS; our creator acts in mysterious
ways. WHA DEAH IN "D" DARK DUZ ALL-WAYS KOM UIT ah LITE. leff de bushrum an put ah strand shat ah orange liqueur
wid lots of wip-cream in de kaf-fee it gon settle de stum-mick

  1  

•

dezetante •  5 years ago
Exploitation and more EXPLOITATION! and so many are blogging about the colonial and Burnham days. No wonder the
WB is holding the money. This matter must be thoroughly investigated. An is who gon seah dat we against ALL
DEVELOPEMENT in Guyana? The Prominent Presumptuous Pimps/Corrupt is giving away our BIRTH RIGHTS.....What GIFT
is/was/has been given or will be received for this favour?

  3  

•

VijaySingh •  5 years ago

see more

Anything done in secrecy will be bad news and likewise give bad results, I have a better and more intimate knowledge
of Indian businessmen having lived and dealt with them. India has become a rich country only because the
businessmen get more wealthy, not the country, The infrastructure of India still need a far way to go when one
considers over 400 million who are in poverty and the huge child labour.Billionaires in India were told by Buffet and
Gates to think about reinvesting in man. Having said that I understand the way the current D.Litt thinks, He digs a hole
to fill another, he cannot do better . Its his way of telling the people he creates wealth, but only after the media
questions him. He does not volunteer transparency. The timber companies will come, harvest and leave because they
are not accountable because the investment climate in Guyana is shrouded in secrecy. Entrepreneurship lies with those
who have vision , not those who happen to be where they are, To see a world renowned forester preach about forestry
stewardship in Africa , elsewhere and not in his land of birth tells you how the country treats brilliance and scholarship,
This goes for the PNC too who also frustrated Captain Stoll and others who were gifted with visions to transform the
backwater that is today being parceled off to the highest bidder. I am not against investment because trade and
business only can transform the landscape.
CRL was a disaster and never had a proper management, its inability to use its infrastructure tells of the archaic
mentality that shrouds the country's riches, its people and resources. I am reminded of a pickpocket who robs a person
of a valuable piece of jewelry and pawns or sells it to buy a plate of food or a few smokes. He couldn't care about the
value but only looks to satisfy his hunger or addiction. That is the story of a country led by a bottomhouse/outhouse
economist.
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Monkey with no Tree  •  5 years ago> VijaySingh
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well said is a understatement
  2  

•

Tarron Khemraj •  5 years ago

see more

KYATTMAN: "Tarran Bai: is it because of India for this tirade. Is it not trade? Is money not coming in? They are not
digging up soil and ship it to India, instead they are paying for a product.

Why don't you leave your Profeesor US job and open that furniture factory? You can talk, that is your job. Try being a
Businessman and write your own paycheck!

Do not make silly suggestiuons like 'Solidarity 4 whoever or whatever'. Do really expect deep pocket investors from the
region.

Remember, 'nawthing from nothing leaves nawTHINK'?"

==========================

You PPPites read all sorts of far left-wing and communist literature yet you are unaware of the concept of unequal
exchange which the Marxists have pioneered. All trades are not beneficial. It appears as though the oligarchs will
rapidly exploit the natural resources for personal gains.

  4  

•

Kyattman  •  5 years ago

see more

> Tarron Khemraj
Tarron:

Brazil is booming and the poor is being elevated. China is doing over 30 Billion dollars there, do you not think we
deserve a piece of the pie?

Guyana is opening up now to the International commmunity and they are being noticed 'far and wide'! We need
capable people to steward our resources. People like me and you cut and run, we did not look back. Soh shet
you mout Bai. The people there are not perfect but they tried and lift the place up.

Yes they did, black and coolie, shoulder to shoulder! and they will be our envy! wanna wager?

  2  

•

Highlander •  5 years ago
This is blatant double standards and hypocrisy. 
The UN and Norway think Jadgeo is the “champion of the earth” via leadership in conservation but India knows better
that Jadgeo will sell Guyana’s forest once the price is right.

Where are the Evironmentalists of EPA and the Guyana Forestry Commission? 
  3  

•

Ddeodat  •  5 years ago
i feel sick to my stomach when i read this article SHAME!!!! SHAME!!!! SHAME!!! 
NORWAY SHOULD TAKE BACK THEIR MONEY THEY ARE BEING CONNED .

  8  

•

dezetante  •  5 years ago> Ddeodat
Norway should should JAIL the person(s) involved if there is a breach in the signed agreement. Me na see
INFANTRY PON de FRONT LINE YET
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Ddeodat   •  5 years ago> Ddeodat
point taken Samaroo , lets see how well the AFC respond to this story this is where we need a vibrant AFC to
lead,let them educate the guyanese public about this shady deal this can only help the AFC 
this should be a political game changer as a young guyanese this sale has left a bitter taste in my mouth WE
DON`t our Rain forest destroyed this govt needs to be made aware of this, by any means necessary

  2  

•

Brandon Samaroo  •  5 years ago> Ddeodat
Vote AFC and let us reverse all these slim shady deals

  3  

•

OBSERVER •  5 years ago
csingh...bai, I can't make up my mind whether to love you or hate you...but since I am a nice person, I will go for the
love part. But banna, I really vex with you for what you teaching your children...YOU SAID SOME FRIGHTENING things
yesterday. ow, bai...YES we ALL suffered during the 1970s and 1980s...ALL of we...right??? Right. Me done deh...fo'
now. Enjoy yoh week-end...an' PLEASE buddy...nah poison dem picknee mind...'cause WHEN demmek up dem mind and
visit Guyana, dem gon say "Papa, you fooled us".

  7  

•

Burch01  •  5 years ago> OBSERVER
Thank you csingh......ah hope yu really ,really serious this time ;cause I was about to lose faith in me fellowman'.

  2  

•

csingh  •  5 years ago

see more

> OBSERVER
I like you comment Observer. I was kidding about that stuff yesterday. Sometimes my fingers type before my
brain can catch up. 
My children don't care about Guyana's past. They don't even know which ethnic group belongs to which party. I
had never wanted to saddle them with the burden of racism and ethnic insecurities. They only concern with
Guyana's future. But by the looks of things, we might not have any future left in Guyana. Things have taken a
definite turn for the worse. 
Borapork is correct. This election is has just gotten more interesting. This may be the MOST IMPORTANT
ELECTION EVER in Guyana.

  6  

•

Insider •  5 years ago
whole sale divestment of Guyana.

  1  

•

csingh  •  5 years ago> Insider
Dr. Evil, yuh right. After all the trees are gone, there will be plenty of sunshine coming through. You know there is
no gloomy rainy season in the desert, right? Guyana is going to become one barren wasteland. These people
think the forest belong to them. I have just lost interest in my homeland.

  

•

Dr.Evil  •  5 years ago> Insider
csingh:::
cheer up man..de future look bright in guyana....sun shine galore now after de gloomy rainy season
gone....ehehehehehehe.....

  2  

Al Fernandes •  5 years ago
Apparently he made the deal when he went to India the other day, after receiving his honorary doctorate. Very sad. 
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think it is in poor taste for the ruling government not to be transparent with the electorate. Guyana can do much
better than this. And what bothers me about this venture is why send the lumber to India to make the furniture,
rather than creating jobs right in Guyana.

  11  

•

dezetante  •  5 years ago> Al Fernandes
That is what the CORRUPT Jagdeo led administration calls EONOMIZING and DEVELOVEMENT. Guyanese are have
a RAW-DEAL. Pocket Poor People/Cents.....Prominent Presumptuous People/Corrupt & Confused.

  

•

Kyattman •  5 years ago

see more

''China is seen as more interested in purchasing the raw materials, such as logs, but nearly all timber lands in Canada
are owned by provincial governments and are not for sale.
The provinces sell cutting rights to lumber producers, but there are restrictions on log exports.
``China is buying timberland in New Zealand, West Africa and other countries where they can export logs,'' Taylor said.
Purchasing of cutting rights for the purpose of exporting the logs might raise political hackles in Canada, according to
analysts.
Canada gained a foothold in the Chinese market after Russia placed high tariffs on log exports used by Chinese
sawmills, but Russia's expected entry into the World Trade Organization could bring those tariffs down.'

This is a good idea to sell cutting rights to investors. They can be Indians, Chinese, Africans or Martians! once they pay.
There are about 71 trillion dollars in this world and money coming to Guyana is money gained. Countries as in Guyana's
case can capitalise on its natural resources and bring in foreign currency.

With strong management of our natural resources we can make money and still preserve and retain what we have. A
forest left uncared for will deteriorate in time. It needs husbandry, dead trees to be removed and tree replacement
must be mandatory. Tree planting will even provide a bigger and healthier forest!

In God we Trust, all else pay!

  4  

•

WCstar  •  5 years ago> Kyattman
I have a problem with your last two paragraphs. "This is a good idea to sell cutting rights to investors...... ........
once they pay." This is simply penny wise and pounds foolish. Or as Dr. Jagan once said : "Do not throw away
the baby with the bath water."
" A forest left uncared for will deteriorate in time". Really? Where does this happen? Forests have existed for
millions of years B 4 man came on the planet. Competitive regeneration is what actually goes on in the natural
world.
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•

dezetante  •  5 years ago> Kyattman
What BULL-S#!+? Producing and exporting one's own products in foreign currency as well with more gains. It also
creates more job opportunity for the locals. Is Jagdeo insulting the intelligence of the Guyanese again? Give the
citizens the Hook and TEACH them to FISH for their own SUCCESS.

  

•

Johnander •  5 years ago
This make one have further doubts about the whole LCDS thing and the transparency of this 
Pocketing Poor People/Cash Government.

  3  

•

turbo •  5 years ago
HAHAHAHA they build a little stadium and walla they get 1.83m acres of my pristine rain forest not
bad maths for the indians, how many international crickets,football played there compare to the
DANCE/SHOWS TODATE, can you answer???

  3  

•

Thepatriot  •  5 years ago
G$600M is actually peanuts for 1.82M Acre of land. What is the royalty returns, job creation , community contribution
for area residents, contract duration, and, impact on the LCDS? Lets have some transparcency Mr President.

  4  

dezetante  •  5 years ago> Thepatriot
The Royal "ROYALTY returns wid ting fu de TAP ah de Pore-Pëe-Pol/Cripple LAP
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•

Carifta •  5 years ago
The champion of the earth did not inform Norway of this sale to the Indians. We must remember the Norwegians need
to be informed about any decisions regarding the Guyanese rain forest before the people of Guyana.

  3  

•

dezetante  •  5 years ago> Carifta
Tante want a loan to open a cattle farm fu all dem SMAAT-FLY...all Guyanese who are interested can buy shares.
Ah gon need plenty, plenty COW fu dem SMAAT-FLY.

  

•

Chris_ric •  5 years ago
This is the intention.... many of these gifts for favors must be taken back when the new government is announced.

These greedy, greedy people are dividing up our country and selling it out for their personal gain as well as setting up
their cronies in strategic places just in case they lose political control.

  7  

•

Dr.Evil •  5 years ago
1.82 million acres only???? should have bin mo dan dat....sell de forset now and dont pussy foot wid de vigings and
their monay....

  5  

•

Dr.Evil  •  5 years ago> Dr.Evil
SWAT:::
I only want 20 acres fi plant meh bora......no mules......ehehehehehehehhehe

  3  

•

SWAT   •  5 years ago> Dr.Evil
Where is my 40 acres and a mule...ehehehehhe?

  1  

•

Solidarity 4 Workers'/People •  5 years ago

see more

All decisions made on behalf of our Country must be above board,in the open,expressed,discussed in depth with all
concerned parties,opposition included,concensus gotten n then forward movement in the interest of all the People,All
races,this must be seen 24/7.
Deals are being made apparently covertly to the advantage of certain Gov't representatives.Why only India getting
access to almost 2 million acres,what about other Countries,Africa,Caribbean,UK n some others.

Let's keep n do most of our business at home n here in the Caribbean.

Why can't Guyana get a loan n start our own Furniture Company,Create Major employment for all our People,all races n
move Forward in prosperity.

We're always giving away the profits,getting large apparent kickbacks n leaving the Guyanese People
Hungry,stupid,fooled,hoodwinked n underdeveloped.
Every deal must be above board,visible,transparent n accountable.
The People must be satisfied.
The politicians are representing All the People,not themselves.
Politics must change in Guyana.Politicians are using our Country to amass Great Wealth for themselves n leaving most
of the People in Poverty.Plastic City.
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Tarron Khemraj •  5 years ago
This is terrible! The elected oligarchs are busy ensuring that the country will export its mineral wealth - namely gold.
Now we have logs being exported to India for making furniture there. This will maintain Guyana at the status of a
dankey cart economy. This furniture should be made in Guyana then then exported to India. This is the recipe for
underdevelopment. Then we have the CLICO mess intermingled with this investment. This pure cake shop economics,
thanks to the Jagdeo strategy (which Mr. Ramoutar will have to follow for his first five years). This line of investments
will keep the country poor but the wealth of the oligarchs will continue its growth at an exponential path.
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http://www.stabroeknews.com/2011/archives/04/09/police-seeking-10-in-accountant-general%e2%80%99s-fraud-probe/
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Deal or No Deal   

see more

Kyatman, The problem is that the govt is just fine with receiving 600 million- this is only 120 acres of Pradoville
land (5 million per acre). 
Common sense economics tells you that the lower the supply (the forest) the higher the price for sale. Further,
a govt with a development strategy would have pursued this investment for infinite yields in the following:
1) Knowledge and technology transfer from setting up the manufacturing entity in Guyana
2) JOB creation for the many semi and unskilled labour; the suffering Crafstmen comes to mind.
3) Taxes
4) Subsidiary industry demand for inputs into the furniture plant
...........................and more.

Directly and indirectly this project could easily employed a conservative 100 people with an injection of over 600
million per month.....instead its 600 million for life.
I therefore concur with TK that the deal served the interest of the Businessman and benefactors.
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Kyattman  •  5 years ago

see more

> Tarron Khemraj
'This is terrible! The elected oligarchs are busy ensuring that the country will export its mineral wealth - namely
gold. Now we have logs being exported to India for making furniture there. '

Tarran Bai: is it because of India for this tirade. Is it not trade? Is money not coming in? They are not digging up
soil and ship it to India, instead they are paying for a product.

Why don't you leave your Profeesor US job and open that furniture factory? You can talk, that is your job. Try
being a Businessman and write your own paycheck!

Do not make silly suggestiuons like 'Solidarity 4 whoever or whatever'. Do really expect deep pocket investors
from the region.

Remember, 'nawthing from nothing leaves nawTHINK'?

  3  

PadvanWanicaman •  5 years ago

see more

It is in the very same breath and likeness of this secrecy in pledging/pawning Guyana’s resources to foreign companies,
(which is not an issue or a problem, once our Guyanese nation is being benefited from such investment in our country)
it is in the same likeness and manner of jim-jones era.

The Guyanese populace did not knew anything or nothing of the existence of jim jones, until disasters stroked.

The last trip to India by bharrat jagdeo, I did blogged on SN that India would not invest millions of US$ in Guyana for
free, it has to have a returned favour in place.

I wondered now, if Norway’s Minister of Environment knows about this “done-deal”.

Some fellow bloggers on this forum, have stroked/wiped Mr. Ramjattan severly, for endorsing an informal letter that
was addressed directly to the Norwegian’s government, related to the current destruction of our forests.

Mr. pressi, why all these secrets and your defiance and betrayal to our nation, be honest, opened and frank to our
people na maan, do it fu once na maan. 
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dezetante  •  5 years ago> PadvanWanicaman
Chota Bhai, meck shore yu gu PARAD(E)(0) dem vallie no.2,3&4 wen yu gu dong-dea an RESERVE some acres fu
de RETIRE-MENS'-ÓME DeeDee gon meck pharata row-tee an hassa curry.
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Kbaksh •  5 years ago
What is this?
Guyana for sale?
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Carifta •  5 years ago
Guyana is for sale call Jagdeo.

  6  
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